Id

14

155

238

272

Title

American
Beauty

The Dark
Knight

The
Godfather

Batman
Begins

Original
Title

Overview

Tagline

Runtime

Release
Date

Rating

Trailer

Original
Language

American
Beauty

Lester Burnham,
a depressed
suburban father
in a mid-life
crisis, decides to
turn his hectic life
around after
developing an
infatuation with
his daughter's
attractive friend.

Look closer.

122

1999-09-15

7.63

http://youtube.com/watch?v=96V-rAtTMGo

English

The Dark
Knight

Batman raises the
stakes in his war
on crime. With
the help of Lt. Jim
Gordon and
District Attorney
Harvey Dent,
Batman sets out
to dismantle the
remaining
criminal
organizations that
plague the
streets. The
partnership
proves to be
effective, but they
soon find
themselves prey
to a reign of
chaos unleashed
by a rising
criminal
mastermind
known to the
terrified citizens
of Gotham as the
Joker.

Why So
Serious?

152

2008-07-16

8.02

http://youtube.com/watch?v=GVx5K8WfFJY

English

The
Godfather

The story spans
the years from
1945 to 1955 and
chronicles the
fictional ItalianAmerican
Corleone crime
family. When
organized crime
family patriarch
Vito Corleone
barely survives an
attempt on his
life, his youngest
son, Michael,
steps in to take
care of the wouldbe killers,
launching a
campaign of
bloody revenge.

An offer you
can't refuse.

175

1972-03-15

8.23

http://youtube.com/watch?v=sY1S34973zA

English

Batman
Begins

Driven by
tragedy,
billionaire Bruce
Wayne dedicates
his life to
uncovering and
defeating the
corruption that
plagues his home,
Gotham City.
Unable to work
within the system,
he instead creates
a new identity, a
symbol of fear for
the criminal
underworld - The
Batman.

Evil fears the
knight.

140

2005-06-14

7.29

http://youtube.com/watch?v=dYYRjVof6TU

English

Poster

Id

278

534

550

Title

The
Shawshank
Redemption

Terminator
Salvation

Fight Club

Original
Title

Overview

Tagline

Runtime

Release
Date

Rating

Trailer

Original
Language

The
Shawshank
Redemption

Framed in the
1940s for the
double murder of
his wife and her
lover, upstanding
banker Andy
Dufresne begins a
new life at the
Shawshank
prison, where he
puts his
accounting skills
to work for an
amoral warden.
During his long
stretch in prison,
Dufresne comes
to be admired by
the other inmates
-- including an
older prisoner
named Red -- for
his integrity and
unquenchable
sense of hope.

Fear can hold
you prisoner.
Hope can set
you free.

142

1994-09-10

8.30

http://youtube.com/watch?v=WawU4ouldxU

English

Terminator
Salvation

All grown up in
post-apocalyptic
2018, John
Connor must lead
the resistance of
humans against
the increasingly
dominating
militaristic
robots. But when
Marcus Wright
appears, his
existence
confuses the
mission as
Connor tries to
determine
whether Wright
has come from
the future or the
past -- and
whether he's
friend or foe.

The End
Begins.

115

2009-05-20

5.81

http://youtube.com/watch?v=Sv6SM0w0B5A

English

Fight Club

A ticking-timebomb insomniac
and a slippery
soap salesman
channel primal
male aggression
into a shocking
new form of
therapy. Their
concept catches
on, with
underground
"fight clubs"
forming in every
town, until an
eccentric gets in
the way and
ignites an out-ofcontrol spiral
toward oblivion.

How much can
you know
about yourself
if you've never
been in a
fight?

139

1999-10-14

8.03

http://youtube.com/watch?v=SUXWAEX2jlg

English

Poster

Id

597

16,048

Title

Titanic

All About
Anna

Original
Title

Overview

Tagline

Runtime

Release
Date

Rating

Titanic

84 years later, a
101-year-old
woman named
Rose DeWitt
Bukater tells the
story to her
granddaughter
Lizzy Calvert,
Brock Lovett,
Lewis Bodine,
Bobby Buell and
Anatoly
Mikailavich on
the Keldysh about
her life set in
April 10th 1912,
on a ship called
Titanic when
young Rose
boards the
departing ship
with the upperclass passengers
and her mother,
Ruth DeWitt
Bukater, and her
fiancé, Caledon
Hockley.
Meanwhile, a
drifter and artist
named Jack
Dawson and his
best friend
Fabrizio De Rossi
win third-class
tickets to the ship
in a game. And
she explains the
whole story from
departure until
the death of
Titanic on its first
and last voyage
April 15th, 1912
at 2:20 in the
morning.

Nothing on
Earth could
come between
them.

194

1997-11-18

Anna is a young
costume designer,
focused on her
job and wary of
getting caught in
romantic
relationships. She
has just found a
new apartment,
and is tempted to
The passionate
let her latest
story of a
boyfriend, Frank,
sensuous
move in with her.
woman.
Instead, she finds
a tenant: The
flamboyant, funloving Camilla,
who shares
Anna’s views on
love and
commitment. For
both of them, it’s
all about fun.

91

2005-11-24

All About
Anna

Trailer

Original
Language

7.22

http://youtube.com/watch?v=2e-eXJ6HgkQ

English

2.72

http://youtube.com/watch?v=nRFdmYH2RYA

English

Poster

Id

37,265

49,026

Title

All Ladies Do
It

The Dark
Knight Rises

Original
Title

Overview

Così fan
tutte

Diana is a Roman
wife happily
married to
sympathetic Paolo
but she is keen on
playing benign
games of
seduction with
other men while
resisting the
advances of chic
lingerie shop
owner Silvio and
she narrates her
adventures to
Paolo in order to
stimulate their
otherwise
monotonous
sexual life.
However, under
the influence of
her lesbian friend
Antonietta and
raunchy sister
Nadia, Diana
starts to move the
ongoings further
while Paolo is still
prone to believing
that events
narrated by her
are merely
fantasies.
Nevertheless,
when the French
Sadean antiques
dealer Donatien
Alphonse leaves
marks on her
body, Paolo
understands that
Diana is cheating
on him and
throws her out of
the house.

The Dark
Knight Rises

Following the
death of District
Attorney Harvey
Dent, Batman
assumes
responsibility for
Dent's crimes to
protect the late
attorney's
reputation and is
subsequently
hunted by the
Gotham City
Police
Department.
Eight years later,
Batman
encounters the
mysterious Selina
Kyle and the
villainous Bane, a
new terrorist
leader who
overwhelms
Gotham's finest.
The Dark Knight
resurfaces to
protect a city that
has branded him
an enemy.

Tagline

The Legend
Ends

Runtime

Release
Date

Rating

Trailer

Original
Language

93

1992-02-21

4.28

http://youtube.com/watch?v=5_Gqr0BhS3Y

Italian

165

2012-07-16

7.46

http://youtube.com/watch?v=7gFwvozMHR4

English

Poster

Id

65,496

68,718

76,203

106,646

Title

Student
Services

Django
Unchained

12 Years a
Slave

The Wolf of
Wall Street

Original
Title

Overview

Runtime

Release
Date

Rating

Mes chères
études

Laura is a 19year-old
university
freshman who
desperately wants
to do well in
school. She works
a part-time job
but cannot make
ends meet. One
evening in which
she is short of
funds, she
answers a
personal ad
online by "Joe,"
57, who seeks a
female student
for "tender
moments." The
pay is 100 euros
per hour. Laura
pledges to do this
just once, and
three days later,
she goes to a
hotel room with
Joe. And then her
spiral begins.

101

2010-01-18

Django
Unchained

With the help of a
German bounty
hunter, a freed
slave sets out to
rescue his wife
from a brutal
Mississippi
plantation owner.

Life, liberty
and the
pursuit of
vengeance.

165

12 Years a
Slave

In the pre-Civil
War United
States, Solomon
Northup, a free
black man from
upstate New
York, is abducted
and sold into
slavery. Facing
cruelty as well as
unexpected
kindnesses
Solomon
struggles not only
to stay alive, but
to retain his
dignity. In the
twelfth year of his
unforgettable
odyssey,
Solomon’s chance
meeting with a
Canadian
abolitionist will
forever alter his
life.

The
extraordinary
true story of
Solomon
Northup

The Wolf of
Wall Street

A New York
stockbroker
refuses to
cooperate in a
large securities
fraud case
involving
corruption on
Wall Street,
corporate
banking world
and mob
infiltration. Based
on Jordan
Belfort's
autobiography.

EARN.
SPEND.
PARTY.

Three generations
of a French family
open up about
Sexual
Chroniques
their sexual
Chronicles of
sexuelles
experiences and
112,160
a French
d'une famille
desires after
Family
d'aujourd'hui young Romain is
caught
masturbating in
his biology class.

Tagline

Trailer

Original
Language

5.05

http://youtube.com/watch?v=UDkx9MtvtX4

French

2012-12-25

7.61

http://youtube.com/watch?v=22kz8C9glCk

English

134

2013-10-18

7.83

http://youtube.com/watch?v=v2fDTOdWuQQ

English

180

2013-12-25

7.92

http://youtube.com/watch?v=iszwuX1AK6A

English

81

2012-05-09

3.63

http://youtube.com/watch?v=uZq9OfchXEE

French

Poster

Id

Title

Dawn of the
119,450 Planet of the
Apes

146,198

167,073

169,917

174,751

194,662

201,088

Triple 9

Brooklyn

A Walk
Among the
Tombstones

Jane Got a
Gun

Birdman

Blackhat

Original
Title

Overview

Tagline

Runtime

Release
Date

Rating

Trailer

Original
Language

Dawn of the
Planet of the
Apes

A group of
scientists in San
Francisco
struggle to stay
alive in the
aftermath of a
plague that is
wiping out
humanity, while
Caesar tries to
maintain
dominance over
his community of
intelligent apes.

One last
chance for
peace.

130

2014-06-26

7.43

http://youtube.com/watch?v=DpSaTrW4leg

English

Triple 9

A gang of
criminals and
corrupt cops plan
the murder of a
police officer in
order to pull off
their biggest heist
yet across town.

The Code on
the Street is
Never Black &
White

115

2016-02-19

5.04

http://youtube.com/watch?v=jrBIt3GEXaA

English

Brooklyn

In 1950s Ireland
and New York,
young Ellis Lacey
has to choose
between two men
and two
countries.

Two countries,
two loves, one
heart

111

2015-11-04

7.07

http://youtube.com/watch?v=15syDwC000k

English

A Walk
Among the
Tombstones

Private
investigator
Matthew Scudder
is hired by a drug
kingpin to find
out who
kidnapped and
murdered his
wife.

Some people
are afraid of
all the wrong
things

113

2014-09-18

6.21

http://youtube.com/watch?v=0JjRoh13vzY

English

Jane Got a
Gun

After her outlaw
husband returns
home shot with
eight bullets and
barely alive, Jane
reluctantly
reaches out to an
ex-lover who she
hasn't seen in
over ten years to
help her defend
her farm when
the time comes
that her
husband's gang
eventually tracks
him down to
finish the job.

98

2016-01-01

4.41

http://youtube.com/watch?v=WMW1pjzEhfY

English

Birdman

A fading actor
best known for
his portrayal of a
popular
superhero
attempts to
mount a
comeback by
appearing in a
Broadway play.
As opening night
approaches, his
attempts to
become more
altruistic, rebuild
his career, and
reconnect with
friends and family
prove more
difficult than
expected.

or (The
Unexpected
Virtue of
Ignorance)

119

2014-10-17

7.31

http://youtube.com/watch?v=2bqh-UCY6Zg

English

Blackhat

A man is released
from prison to
help American
and Chinese
authorities
pursue a
mysterious cyber
criminal. The
dangerous search
leads them from
Chicago to Hong
Kong.

We are no
longer in
control.

133

2015-01-13

4.98

http://youtube.com/watch?v=qlA-12MkXOQ

English

Poster

Id

205,596

210,577

228,150

241,554

Title

The
Imitation
Game

Gone Girl

Fury

Run All
Night

Original
Title

Overview

Tagline

Runtime

Release
Date

Rating

Trailer

Original
Language

The
Imitation
Game

Based on the real
life story of
legendary
cryptanalyst Alan
Turing, the film
portrays the nailbiting race
against time by
Turing and his
brilliant team of
code-breakers at
Britain's topsecret
Government Code
and Cypher
School at
Bletchley Park,
during the
darkest days of
World War II.

The true
enigma was
the man who
cracked the
code.

113

2014-11-14

7.98

http://youtube.com/watch?v=j2jRs4EAvWM

English

Gone Girl

With his wife's
disappearance
having become
the focus of an
intense media
circus, a man
sees the spotlight
turned on him
when it's
suspected that he
may not be
innocent.

You don't
know what
you've got 'til
it's...

145

2014-10-01

7.95

http://youtube.com/watch?v=JU9PdgB3rsk

English

Fury

Last months of
World War II in
April 1945. As the
Allies make their
final push in the
European
Theater, a battlehardened U.S.
Army sergeant in
the 2nd Armored
Division named
Wardaddy
commands a
Sherman tank
called "Fury" and
its five-man crew
on a deadly
mission behind
enemy lines.
Outnumbered and
outgunned,
Wardaddy and his
men face
overwhelming
odds in their
heroic attempts
to strike at the
heart of Nazi
Germany.

War never
ends quietly.

135

2014-10-15

7.45

http://youtube.com/watch?v=q94n3eWOWXM

English

Run All
Night

Brooklyn mobster
and prolific hit
man Jimmy
Conlon, once
known as The
Gravedigger, has
seen better days.
Longtime best
friend of a mob
boss, Jimmy, now
55, is haunted by
the sins of his
past—as well as a
dogged police
detective who’s
been one step
behind Jimmy for
30 years. But
when Jimmy’s
estranged son
becomes a target,
Jimmy must make
a choice between
the crime family
he chose and the
real family he
abandoned long
ago. Now, with
nowhere safe to
turn, Jimmy has
just one night to
figure out exactly
where his
loyalties lie and to
see if he can
finally make
things right.

No sin goes
unpunished

114

2015-03-11

6.28

http://youtube.com/watch?v=7uDuFh-nC-c

English

Poster

Id

Title

Original
Title

Tagline

Runtime

Release
Date

Rating

Trailer

Original
Language

The City
Shines
Brightest at
Night

117

2014-10-23

7.59

http://youtube.com/watch?v=u1uP_8VJkDQ

English

Whiplash

Under the
direction of a
ruthless
instructor, a
talented young
drummer begins
to pursue
perfection at any
cost, even his
humanity.

The road to
greatness can
take you to the
edge.

105

2014-10-10

8.34

http://youtube.com/watch?v=7d_jQycdQGo

English

San Andreas

In the aftermath
of a massive
earthquake in
California, a
rescue-chopper
pilot makes a
dangerous
journey across
the state in order
to rescue his
estranged
daughter.

A rescue pilot
survived an
earthquake,
this is what
happens next

114

2015-05-27

6.08

http://youtube.com/watch?v=Bz9e0PGSDeU

English

In a dystopian
near future,
single people,
according to the
laws of The City,
are taken to The
Hotel, where they
An
are obliged to
unconventional
find a romantic
love story...
partner in fortyfive days or are
transformed into
beasts and sent
off into The
Woods.

The Lobster

118

2015-10-08

6.38

http://youtube.com/watch?v=fpt0tn1-54k

English

Jack is a young
boy of 5 years old
who has lived all
his life in one
room. He believes
everything within
it are the only
real things in the
world. But what
will happen when
his Ma suddenly
tells him that
there are other
things outside of
Room?

117

2015-10-16

8.07

http://youtube.com/watch?v=E_Ci-pAL4eE

English

Overview

A driven young
man (Gyllenhaal)
stumbles upon
the underground
world of L.A.
freelance crime
journalism. When
Lou Bloom,
desperate for
work, muscles
242,582 Nightcrawler Nightcrawler into the world of
L.A. crime
journalism, he
blurs the line
between observer
and participant to
become the star
of his own story.
Aiding him in his
effort is Nina, a
TV-news veteran.

244,786

Whiplash

254,128 San Andreas

254,320

264,644

The Lobster

Room

Room

Love knows no
boundaries

Poster

Id

264,660

Title

Ex Machina

Original
Title

Overview

Tagline

Runtime

Release
Date

Rating

Trailer

Original
Language

Ex Machina

Caleb, a 26 year
old coder at the
world's largest
internet company,
wins a
competition to
spend a week at a
private mountain
retreat belonging
to Nathan, the
reclusive CEO of
the company. But
when Caleb
arrives at the
remote location
he finds that he
will have to
participate in a
strange and
fascinating
experiment in
which he must
interact with the
world's first true
artificial
intelligence,
housed in the
body of a
beautiful robot
girl.

There is
nothing more
human than
the will to
survive

108

2015-01-21

7.60

http://youtube.com/watch?v=EoQuVnKhxaM

English

Tells the comedic
tale of Eddie
Mannix, a fixer
who worked for
the Hollywood
studios in the
1950s. The story
finds him at work
when a star
mysteriously
disappears in the
middle of filming.

Lights.
Camera.
Abduction.

106

2016-02-05

5.51

http://youtube.com/watch?v=kMqeoW3XRa0

English

The Hateful
Eight

Bounty hunters
seek shelter from
a raging blizzard
and get caught up
in a plot of
betrayal and
deception.

No one comes
up here
without a
damn good
reason.

167

2015-12-25

7.30

http://youtube.com/watch?v=6_UI1GzaWv0

English

Joy

A story based on
the life of a
struggling Long
Island single mom
who became one
of the country's
most successful
entrepreneurs.

124

2015-12-24

6.32

http://youtube.com/watch?v=uR-2TiQVY-k

English

Me Before
You

A small town girl
is caught between
dead-end jobs. A
high-profile,
successful man
becomes
wheelchair bound
following an
accident. The
man decides his
life is not worth
living until the
girl is hired for
six months to be
his new
caretaker. Worlds
apart and trapped
together by
circumstance, the
two get off to a
rocky start. But
the girl becomes
determined to
prove to the man
that life is worth
living and as they
embark on a
series of
adventures
together, each
finds their world
changing in ways
neither of them
could begin to
imagine.

93

2016-03-03

6.52

http://youtube.com/watch?v=T0MmkG_nG1U

English

270,487 Hail, Caesar! Hail, Caesar!

273,248

274,479

296,096

The Hateful
Eight

Joy

Me Before
You

Poster

Id

296,098

300,671

300,673

307,081

312,221

Title

Bridge of
Spies

13 Hours:
The Secret
Soldiers of
Benghazi

The Finest
Hours

Southpaw

Creed

Original
Title

Runtime

Release
Date

Rating

During the Cold
War, the Soviet
Union captures
U.S. pilot Francis
Gary Powers after
shooting down his
U-2 spy plane.
Sentenced to 10
years in prison,
Powers' only hope
is New York
lawyer James
Donovan,
In the shadow
recruited by a
of war, one
CIA operative to
man showed
negotiate his
the world what
release. Donovan
we stood for.
boards a plane to
Berlin, hoping to
win the young
man's freedom
through a
prisoner
exchange. If all
goes well, the
Russians would
get Rudolf Abel,
the convicted spy
who Donovan
defended in court.

141

2015-10-15

13 Hours:
The Secret
Soldiers of
Benghazi

An American
Ambassador is
killed during an
attack at a U.S.
compound in
Libya as a
security team
struggles to make
sense out of the
chaos.

144

The Finest
Hours

The Coast Guard
makes a daring
rescue attempt
off the coast of
Cape Cod after a
pair of oil tankers
are destroyed
during a blizzard
in 1952.

32 survivors,
room for 12.

Southpaw

Billy "The Great"
Hope, the
reigning junior
middleweight
boxing champion,
has an impressive
career, a loving
wife and
daughter, and a
lavish lifestyle.
However, when
tragedy strikes,
Billy hits rock
bottom, losing his
family, his house
and his manager.
He soon finds an
unlikely savior in
Tick Willis, a
former fighter
who trains the
city's toughest
amateur boxers.
With his future on
the line, Hope
fights to reclaim
the trust of those
he loves the most.

Creed

The former World
Heavyweight
Champion Rocky
Balboa serves as
a trainer and
mentor to Adonis
Johnson, the son
of his late friend
and former rival
Apollo Creed.

Bridge of
Spies

Overview

Trailer

Original
Language

6.96

http://youtube.com/watch?v=vn2nCuzTd4w

English

2016-01-13

6.23

http://youtube.com/watch?v=rGl2flB0Idk

English

114

2016-01-25

5.63

http://youtube.com/watch?v=BQmllwTKtqU

English

Believe in
Hope.

123

2015-06-15

7.26

http://youtube.com/watch?v=11tsR0kI1ZQ

English

Your legacy is
more than a
name

133

2015-11-25

7.16

http://youtube.com/watch?v=JQ9OhBYjTds

English

Tagline

Poster

Id

314,365

314,385

319,888

321,741

Title

Spotlight

By the Sea

Eddie the
Eagle

Concussion

Original
Title

Overview

Tagline

Runtime

Release
Date

Rating

Trailer

Original
Language

Spotlight

The true story of
how The Boston
Globe uncovered
the massive
scandal of child
molestation and
cover-up within
the local Catholic
Archdiocese,
shaking the entire
Catholic Church
to its core.

Break the
story. Break
the silence.

128

2015-11-06

7.76

http://youtube.com/watch?v=yXymzwz0V2g

English

By the Sea

Set in France
during the
mid-1970s,
Vanessa, a former
dancer, and her
husband Roland,
an American
writer, travel the
country together.
They seem to be
growing apart,
but when they
linger in one
quiet, seaside
town they begin
to draw close to
some of its more
vibrant
inhabitants, such
as a local
bar/café-keeper
and a hotel
owner.

122

2015-11-12

5.23

NULL

English

Eddie the
Eagle

Inspired by true
events, Eddie the
Eagle is a feelgood story about
Michael "Eddie"
Edwards (Taron
Egerton), an
unlikely but
courageous
British ski-jumper
who never
stopped believing
in himself - even
as an entire
nation was
counting him out.
With the help of a
rebellious and
charismatic coach
(played by Hugh
Jackman), Eddie
takes on the
establishment
and wins the
hearts of sports
fans around the
world by making
an improbable
and historic
showing at the
1988 Calgary
Winter Olympics.

Win or lose,
always aim
high

106

2016-02-26

6.29

http://youtube.com/watch?v=izUPEHMqmTM

English

Concussion

A dramatic
thriller based on
the incredible
true David vs.
Goliath story of
American
immigrant Dr.
Bennet Omalu,
the brilliant
forensic
neuropathologist
who made the
first discovery of
CTE, a footballrelated brain
trauma, in a pro
player and fought
for the truth to be
known. Omalu's
emotional quest
puts him at
dangerous odds
with one of the
most powerful
institutions in the
world.

Even Legends
Need a Hero

123

2015-11-12

6.83

http://youtube.com/watch?v=oYGt8Cy_nUc

English

Poster

Id

323,677

328,429

333,352

Title

Race

Approaching
the
Unknown

Eye in the
Sky

Original
Title

Overview

Tagline

Runtime

Release
Date

Rating

Race

Jesse Owens'
quest to become
the greatest track
and field athlete
in history thrusts
him onto the
world stage of the
1936 Olympics,
where he faces
off against Adolf
Hitler's vision of
Aryan supremacy.

The incredible
true story of
gold medal
champion
Jesse Owens

134

2016-02-19

Approaching
the
Unknown

Captain William
Stanaforth is on a
one-way solo
mission to take
the first steps in
colonising Mars.
Like all pioneers
throughout
history,
Stanaforth will
face
insurmountable
odds and life and
death decisions
as he rockets
bravely through
space.

90

Eye in the
Sky

A military officer
in command of a
drone operation
to capture
terrorists in
Kenya sees her
mission escalate
from “capture” to
“kill” just as a
nine-year old girl
enters the kill
zone.

Waking up from a
car accident, a
young woman
finds herself in
the basement of a
Monsters come
man who says
in many forms.
he's saved her life
from a chemical
attack that has
left the outside
uninhabitable.

333,371

10
Cloverfield
Lane

10
Cloverfield
Lane

337,339

Fast 8

Fast 8

Returns of an old
enemy

339,527

Solace

Solace

A psychic doctor,
John Clancy,
works with an FBI
special agent in
search of a serial
killer. After
having lived in
isolation for two
years, since the
death of his
daughter, Clancy
is asked by his
friend Joe, an FBI
special agent to
help him solve
several murders
committed by a
serial killer.

353,069

Mother's
Day

Mother's
Day

Intersecting
stories with
different moms
collide on
Mother's Day.

Welcome to
the new front
line

A serial killer
who can see
your future, a
psychic who
can save it

Trailer

Original
Language

5.77

http://youtube.com/watch?v=eZ2eFxVlMXQ

English

2016-06-03

4.56

http://youtube.com/watch?v=CQx2eosUlXY

English

102

2016-03-11

7.08

http://youtube.com/watch?v=g-PUAiUK5vc

English

103

2016-03-10

6.48

http://youtube.com/watch?v=saHzng8fxLs

English

0

2017-04-12

4.97

NULL

English

101

2015-07-15

6.19

http://youtube.com/watch?v=m4nnteB_4fM

English

118

2016-04-28

5.50

http://youtube.com/watch?v=AQkCNxIM5yk

English

Poster

Id

368,596

384,737

391,757

Title

Back in the
Day

Precious
Cargo

Never Back
Down: No
Surrender

Original
Title

Overview

Tagline

Runtime

Release
Date

Rating

Trailer

Original
Language

Back in the
Day

A young boxer is
taken under the
wing of a mob
boss after his
mother dies and
his father is run
out of town for
being an abusive
alcoholic.

When things
that don't
seem to matter
anymore,
mattered

121

2016-05-20

4.40

http://youtube.com/watch?v=FDz4WFjJ1zA

English

Precious
Cargo

After a botched
heist, Eddie a
murderous crime
boss, hunts down
the seductive
thief Karen who
failed him. In
order to win back
Eddie’s trust,
Karen recruits
her ex-lover and
premier thief Jack
to steal a cargo of
rare precious
gems. But when
the job goes
down, allegiances
are betrayed and
lines are crossed
as Jack, Karen,
and Eddie face off
in a fateful
showdown.

Never steal
from a thief

90

2016-04-22

4.71

http://youtube.com/watch?v=NWnrow_02mA

English

Never Back
Down: No
Surrender

Picking up after
the events of
Never Back Down
2, former MMA
champion Case
Walker is on the
comeback trail to
become champion
once again.

101

2016-06-07

7.79

http://youtube.com/watch?v=B6y1a9IBN2Y

English

Poster

